Intuitive Algebra (“Party Animals”) Interpretation Guide
CHILDREN’S UNDERSTANDING OF “PART” AND “WHOLE” IN MATHMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Background:
Children develop some basic mathematical abilities at
an early age. For example, many young children
understand that counting is a linear process with a
sequence of numbers. Psychology researchers from the
University of Hawaii and Hampshire College (Sophian
and McCorgray, 1994) were interested in determining
the age at which children grasp another mathematical
ability - understanding the part-whole relationships
between values in an equation (e.g., understanding that
for the equation 2+3=5, the 2 and 3 are the “parts” that make up the “whole” of 5). Researchers
wondered if children develop this understanding at a particular age, and whether an
understanding of part-whole numerical relationships helps children in their understanding of
algebraic word problems. The “Party Animals” Intuitive Algebra Research Toy is based on two
different experiments conducted as part of this study.
In the first experiment, the researchers asked children (4 to 6 years of age) to solve arithmetic
problems that used puppets and toys as visual examples. The researchers verbally gave children
numerical values (in a story-like format) for how many animals were either at a party in the
beginning, came to/left a party, and/or were at a party at the end. Each story had the same basic
structure, with one value always left ambiguous for the child to solve. For example, the
researcher might have said: “There were three of Mickey’s elephants at a party. Then, some of
Ann’s elephants came and there were five elephants at the party. How many of Ann’s elephants
came to the party?” Although some toys were visible, a sub-set of the toys were hidden in a box
so that children would not be able to simply count toys to get an answer to the question.
In the second experiment, the researchers removed the arithmetic component. Children were told
that one of the puppets wanted as many toys as possible, and the other wanted as few toys as
possible, at their party. The children were then presented with two sets of subcategory toys that
were part of the same super-category. For example, “toy bananas” and “toy pears” are
subcategories that are both part of the “toy fruit” super-category. Children were then shown one
of the two puppets, reminded whether that puppet wanted as many or as few toys as possible, and
asked to choose whether the puppet would prefer a specific subcategory or the super-category.
For example, the researcher might have said: “I have these two kinds of toys here for Oscar:
bananas and pears. Would you give Oscar all the pears or all the fruit? Remember, Oscar likes to
get as few toys as possible.”

Researchers Found:
1. Children did better with smaller number pairs (e.g. 2+3) than with larger number pairs (e.g.
4+6).
2. Most of the time, 4-year olds did not know when to use addition or subtraction. Around age
5, children began to recognize that adding toys would make the final quantity bigger and that
subtracting toys would make the final quantity smaller.
3. Even in the second experiment, when arithmetic was removed, 5- and 6-year olds generally
performed better than 4-year-olds on part-whole problems.
4. Children did best on problems that did not require the use of part-whole relationships.
These results indicate that children as young as 5 and 6 years old can understand basic algebraic
concepts without having been explicitly taught them, whereas children 4 years old and younger
are still working to develop such an understanding.
Why is this important?
These findings suggest that algebra can be taught to children at a younger age, because many
children already have a basic understanding of simple part-whole relationships. Currently, these
concepts are typically introduced in late elementary/early middle school. However, if children
already possess an understanding of some of the rules of pre-algebra by age 6, it might be
possible to begin formally teaching algebra much earlier. Algebra is an important skill that is
used by people when creating budgets, paying taxes, making purchases, etc. By introducing the
concepts necessary to understand algebra at an earlier age, it is possible that children may have a
better understanding of how they can apply those concepts in their daily lives.
Methods:
Recruiting Methods:
1. Explain to the caregiver that you are demonstrating a game based on a completed study that
looked at whether children could understand simple algebra/number relationships. Ask if
their child would like to play a game with you.
2. Ask the child if they would like to play a numbers game with you and be a number detective!
Show them the puppets/toys to increase their interest.
Important Modifications:
• Before beginning the game, present the child with a simple addition problem to determine
which game (condition) to play. If the child can correctly solve the problem, we present him
or her with the first condition. If not, we present him or her with the second condition.
• In the first condition, we put out labels with the puppets’ names to further distinguish
between their respective groups of animals.
• In the first condition, we make sure to keep the puppets stationary next to their name tags so
as not to confuse children with too much movement. In addition, we point to the puppet
while talking about the activity of the puppet’s animals.

•
•

•

In the second condition we use toy animals instead of toy fruit in order to make the game
more engaging.
We have two pretests/warm-ups for the second condition: one in which we ask the child to
name the groups of animals, and one in which we ask them to point to both subsets
respectively (i.e. frogs then bears) and then ask them to point to the super-set (i.e. animals).
Rather than simply receiving toys to play with, we created a story for the second condition in
which the puppets are inviting their animal friends to a party.

Materials:
• 1 box (turned on its side with the open side facing the interpreter, decorated on the bottom)
• 2 animal puppets (1 zebra, 1 giraffe)
• 2 stands for the puppets (you can use small water bottles)
• 2 nametags for the puppets (“Jeffrey” and “Kate”)
• 5 small plastic frogs
• 3 small plastic bears
• 1 script with abbreviated key for setup (See Appendix C)
Activity Instructions (the “study method”):
**Scripts are included in Appendix A and Appendix C at the end of the guide**
“Warm Up” (Pretest. See Appendix A):
1. Ask the child their age. If they are four-years-old or younger, skip to Condition Two; if they
are five or older, continue with the following pretest to determine which condition to play.
2. Pretest: Put two plastic frogs on the table. Say: “If I have two frogs, and then add two more
[hold two more frogs in hand near table, then hide them from view while child formulates
answer], then how many frogs would I have in total?” [see images below]
Correct Answer = 4
3. If child answers correctly, proceed with Condition One. If they answer incorrectly, proceed
with Condition Two.

In order from left to right, these images show: 1) Presenting the child with the first two frogs, 2)
Temporarily showing the child two more frogs while saying “and then add two more...” and then 3)
Asking “...how many frogs would I have all together?” while taking two of the frogs away.

CONDITION ONE Set-Up:

Kate

Jeffrey

y
Part
Box!

This image shows a sample starting setup to use while explaining the directions. Both puppets are next to
their individual name tags, as well as their respective frogs.

Condition One Instructions:
1. Pull out the box, the two puppets and their stands, the five frogs, and the set-up guide.
2. Separate the frogs into one pile of three (for Jeffrey) and one pile of two (for Kate).
3. Introduce the puppets and their frogs. Tell the child that “Jeffrey has some frogs, and Kate
has some frogs” while placing the puppets behind their respective piles.
4. Tell the child that the frogs like to go to parties together, and that Kate’s frogs play a game
where they hide in the box so that no one can see them. Demonstrate how the frogs will hide
in the box while informing the child that although they will not be able to see them, the frogs
will still be at the party.
5. Tell the child that it is his/her job to help figure out how many frogs are at each party. Then
proceed to ask the questions in the order in the Script for Condition One (Appendix B).

This image shows the frog setup for the first question (Final-Unknown Subtraction) from the interpreter’s
point of view. After setting this up, you would tell the child that there were three frogs at the party to start
with and then explain that one of Jeffrey’s frogs left - while physically removing that frog from the table
and hiding it out of view. You can then ask the child how many frogs there are at the party now.

CONDITION TWO Set-Up:

This image shows a sample setup to use while explaining the directions. Both puppets are on the table, as are the
animal toys separated into their subcategories (bears on the left, and frogs on the right). You can also then use this
setup to ask the child the two non-inclusion questions.

Condition Two Instructions:
1. Pull out the two puppets and their stands, the five frogs, and the three bears.
2. Separate the frogs from the bears, and introduce the child to Jeffrey and Kate. Tell the child
that both puppets like to throw parties for their friends while motioning to the plastic animals.
3. Ask the child if he/she knows what each of the groups of toy animals is called (frogs and
bears).
4. Explain that Kate likes to have big parties, and invite as many friends as possible, whereas
Jeffrey likes to have small parties, and invite as few friends as possible. Let the child know
that it will be his/her job to help Jeffrey and Kate decide which group to invite to a party.
5. Have the child point to all the frogs, then all the bears, and finally all the animals. After they
can successfully identify all three groups, keep all the toys on the table and proceed to ask
them the questions in the order in the Script (Appendix E).
Note: While prototyping this activity, we noticed that some children would include Jeffrey and
Kate when asked to point to all the animals. When this happened, we would simply explain to
the child that yes, Jeffrey and Kate are both animals, but they don’t count because they’re the
ones throwing the parties.

This is an example of how you might set up a question in which there are supposed to be more frogs than
bears. In this case, you would ask if Kate should invite all the “frogs” or all the “animals.” The correct
answer is “animals.”

This is an example of how you might set up a question in which there are supposed to be more bears than
frogs. In this case, you would ask if Jeffrey should invite all the “frogs” or all the “animals.” The correct
answer is “frogs.”

Activity Tips:
Help Parents Observe:
• Does your child know when to use addition and when to use subtraction? Does s/he give a
number that is higher or lower than the ones given by the museum educator?
• Does your child understand that bears and frogs simultaneously belong to both their own
individual category and the larger category of “animals?” Do they name the subset as invitees
to Jeffrey’s party and the superset as invitees to Kate’s party?
Keeping Kids Interested:
• Maintain eye contact and transition quickly from one question to the next.
• Have children count the total number of frogs at the end of each question in condition one.
Let them turn the box around to see how many frogs are inside.
• In condition two, when asking questions, vary the number of toys in each group or vary the
order in which you use the puppets.
Engaging Younger Visitors:
• Younger children can participate in condition two.
• Ask toddlers (2 - 3 years) which group of animals has more or less members, and incorporate
the puppets by asking which group Kate or Jeffrey should invite to their party. Rather than
asking children if they should invite the “frogs” or “animals,” instead ask if they should
invite the “frogs” or “bears,” as these questions do not ask about part-whole relationships and
are therefore easier for young children to answer.
Talking	
  to	
  Parents:	
  	
  
At the end of the game, educators can transition into explaining the original study by asking
children if they have ever heard of algebra. You can tell children (whether they know what
algebra is or not) that they just did some of this complicated math!

Results of Original Study (see Figure 1):
• Age played a significant role in how well children performed: the older the child, the more
likely s/he was to know whether the response to a question should be a small or a large
number. The researchers were less interested in whether children gave the correct response,
and more interested in whether children guessed a number in the correct direction (e.g.
responding with a smaller number for the problem 2 + ? = 5 and responding with a large
number for the problem ? – 3 = 2).
• Children generally did better on final-unknown problems (e.g. 2 + 3 = ?)—which are less
part-whole focused, and less algebraically challenging—than on initial-unknown problems
(e.g. 4 - ? = 2).
• Four year olds had a significantly lower understanding of part-whole relationships/algebra,
even when there was no math component in the questions they were asked (i.e. even the
problems in condition two were difficult for them).
• When comparing children ages 5 and 6 years old, the researchers found a jump in the
accuracy of responses in condition one. Given their finding that children entering formal
schooling at age 5 already have a basic understanding of part-whole relationships, the
researchers suggest this jump might result from children learning basic math facts in school.
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Figure 1. This graph shows the number of children, in each age group, that responded to initial-unknown
problems in predominantly correct or incorrect direction. Children in blue columns more often
responded to these problems in the correct direction, while children in red columns more often responded
to these problems in the incorrect direction. As shown in the graph, as children grew older, they were
more likely to respond to problems in the correct direction.
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Figure 2. This graph shows the response patterns on tasks that asked children to “Give-More” (i.e. the
“Kate” tasks). For example, if children were asked who Kate should invite to her party—the frogs (3
frogs) or the animals (4 animals), the correct response would be animals (the superordinate), the
incorrect alternative would be frogs (the large subset), and the small subset would be the bears. The
older children were, the more likely they were at providing the correct response.
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Figure 3. This graph shows the response patterns on tasks that asked children to “Give-Less” (the
“Jeffrey” tasks). For example, if children were asked who Jeffrey should invite to his party—the frogs (3
frogs) or the animals (4 animals), the correct response would be frogs (the large subset), the incorrect
alternative would be animals (the superordinate), and the small subset would be the bears. Again, fouryear-old children had a lot of difficulty with this task.

Questions Parents May Ask:
What if four-year-olds just can’t do math?
In a second condition, the researchers eliminated the arithmetic completely. Instead, they
focused on putting toys into categories and seeing if children could distinguish between a general
category and its subcategories. For example, if “animals” is the general category, do children
understand that “frogs” and “bears” are two individual categories that concurrently belong to the
“animal” category? To answer this question, the researchers asked children questions such as,
“If the puppet wanted as many toys as possible, and there were 2 bears and 3 frogs, should the
child give the puppet all the “frogs” or all the “animals”?” The researchers found that even when
there was no arithmetic, 4 year olds still had a lot of trouble providing the correct response.
How did my child do?/Is my child smart?
In this study, the researchers actually were not looking for correct responses, just whether
children’s responses were headed in the correct direction (did children provide a larger number if
the correct response was a large number and did they provide a smaller number if the response
was a small number). In addition, the results of the study were based on findings drawn from the
responses of many children. Everyone develops at a different rate, so there is no ‘right time’ for
children to understand this—even within the study, not all of oldest children responded to the
problems “correctly” (see Figures 1-3).
What’s up with the box?
The box was included in this study to prevent children from just counting the animals to get the
right answer. It ensured they would actually have to use arithmetic/part-whole reasoning.
What is a ‘part/whole relationship’ anyway?
A part-whole relationship is basically the relationship between the two sides of an equation. For
example, in the equation 1+4=5, the ‘5’ is the ‘whole’ and the ‘1’ and ‘4’ are its ‘parts.’ The
researchers wanted to see if children would recognize and be able to use this information to find
the third number when only two numbers from an equation are provided. For example, if you
said four was added to some number to make five, would children be able to tell you that ‘some
number’ was one?
So why use animals and puppets to determine that? Why not just ask them math questions?
At the Museum, we want an activity that is more fun and engaging for children than just asking
them to do math problems. Also, it can be interesting to see how children react to a more ‘reallife’ scenario. In addition, some children may find it easier to solve a problem when they have a
visual representation of the problem you are asking them to solve.
Is the study still going on/are you collecting data?
No. The study is finished and has been published. We thought the researchers findings were
interesting, and that visitors would find them interesting too, so we developed this toy to
demonstrate what the researchers did and to discuss what they found.

Why is this study important?
The findings of this study can inform when and how we teach children about math in school. If
we understand what children know and how they learn (or what challenges children typically
face), then we can design better curricula and textbooks for schools.
Where can I learn more?
The researchers, Catherine Sophian and Patricia McCorgray, have run several math-related
studies with young children. These studies can be searched for online. Additional information
about Catherine Sophian can be found on her website: http://www2.hawaii.edu/~csophian/
What do the categorization problems have to do with arithmetic?
Children were asked to solve these problems as part of a larger study focusing on arithmetic. In
the first part of the study, the researchers told children stories, such as “There were some frogs at
a party, then two frogs left the party, and now there are three frogs at the party.” The researchers
wanted to see whether children could solve for the missing number (in this case, the number of
frogs present at the start of the party). After finishing the first part of the study, the researchers
were concerned that the math component was adding an additional level of complexity for
younger children, so they developed the problems I just gave to your child to see if four-yearolds still found part-whole problems difficult even when there was no arithmetic component.
The researchers did end up finding that four-year-olds have just as much trouble solving the
problems when there is no arithmetic component.
Activities for Parents to Try in the Discovery Center:
Children’s Gallery: Play with the abacus! See if your child can use the beads to help visualize
addition and subtraction; “Right now we have two yellow balls on this side, how many should
we slide over to make five?” Try helping your child count while sliding over one ball at a time.
Then, try it again using different numbers and colors!
Physical Science: Play with the letters at the pneumatic tube. Give your child an assortment of
letters and ask them to send you certain groups. Find several magnets of the same letter, then
find several letters of the same color as one of the letters in the first group. For example, if you
had one blue R and two red Rs, find some other red letters. Ask your child to send you different
groups of letters, such as “all the red letters,” “all the Rs,” or “all the red Rs.” See if your child
includes the red Rs when you ask for “all the red letters” or if your child includes the different
colored Rs when you ask for “all the Rs.”
Activities for Parents to Try in the Museum:
A Bird’s World: Look in one of the cases with stuffed birds, and ask your children to split the
birds into two categories. Observe what characteristics/traits they use to categorize the birds. Ask
them if they can categorize them differently. See if they can find birds with certain features—

Can they find all the birds with white feathers? Can they find all the birds with long beaks? Are
there any birds that fall into both categories? Are there any that fall into neither category?
Classification Kiosk (outside Natural Mysteries): Look at the different ways objects can be
classified. Can your child think of ways to classify the objects that are not mentioned at the
kiosk? Look at the rows of marbles categorized by the material they are made out of and ask
your child whether he/she thinks there are more “things made out of glass” or more “marbles.”
See if your child understands that the glass marbles are part of the larger category of just
“marbles.”
Natural Mysteries: Go to the “Make Your Own Museum” table and use the chalk to label two of
the boxes with different adjectives (e.g. “square things,” “green things,” “plastic things,” etc.).
Now, ask your child to sort the objects on the table into the appropriate box. Are there some
objects that fall into both categories? Make a separate box for these objects (e.g. “square green
things”)!
Activities for Parents to Try at Home:
In the Kitchen: Set up a bowl with a few different types of fruit in it. Ask your child questions
about the fruit. For example, if your bowl has apples and pears, ask: “If there are three pears in
this bowl, and five pieces of fruit in total, then how many apples are there?” Switch up the
number of pieces of each kind of fruit or the types of fruit you use, and see if it affects your
child’s answer.
In the Kitchen: Cook a meal with your child where you have to use a glass measuring cup. Pour
in only some of the needed ingredient, and then ask your child how much more you need to pour
in to get to the correct amount. For example, if a recipe calls for 2 cups of milk, pour in 1 cup
and ask your child how much more you should pour in. For younger children simply ask if you
should add more or take away liquid while pointing out the marking for the desired amount on
the cup.
In the Playroom: Find a few different types of toys such as stuffed animals, action figures,
blocks, etc. and present them to your child. Tell your child that you want to get as many presents
as possible, then ask them if they would like to give you all of one kind of toy (e.g. stuffed
animals) or all the toys. For example, “If I want to get as many presents as possible, would you
give me all the stuffed animals or all the toys?” Does your child choose the stuffed animals or
the toys? Is your child’s response the same when there are only a few types of toys to choose
from (e.g. stuffed animals and action figures) as when there are many different types of toys to
choose from (e.g. stuffed animals, action figures, blocks, and toy cars)?
Sources & Resources
Sophian & McCorgray (1994). Part-Whole Knowledge and Early Arithmetic Problem Solving
Cognition and Instruction, 12.

Appendix A
“Warm Up” (Pretest):
1. Ask the child their age. If they are four-years-old or younger, skip to Condition Two; if they
are five or older, continue with the following pretest to determine which condition to play.
2. Pretest: Put two plastic frogs on the table. Say: “If I have two frogs, and then add two more
[hold two more frogs in hand near table, then hide them from view while child formulates
answer], then how many frogs would I have in total?” [see images below]
Correct Answer = 4
3. If child answers correctly, proceed with Condition One. If they answer incorrectly, proceed
with Condition Two.

In order from left to right, these images show: 1) Presenting the child with the first two frogs, 2)
Temporarily showing the child two more frogs while saying “and then add two more...” and then 3)
Asking “...how many frogs would I have all together?” while taking two of the frogs away.

Appendix B
Condition 1: Animals in the Box
Recruiting: Hi, do you want to play a numbers game with these puppets and be a number
detective?
Introduction: These are my friends Jeffrey and Kate. They both have some frogs. These frogs
like to go to parties together! Jeffrey has some frogs and Kate has some frogs. Kate’s frogs play
a game where they hide in this box where no one can see them. Even though you cannot see
Kate’s frogs, they’re still at the party. Your job is to help them figure out how many frogs are at
each party, Ok?
Proceed with the four problems below in the following order, but keep all the frogs behind the
box until they “go to the party.” After child answers, turn box around and count all the frogs
with them.
Final Unknown (subtraction):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with one frog on the table
One day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at the party. There were three frogs at the
party. Then one of Jeffrey’s frogs left. How many frogs are at the party now?
Correct Answer = 2
Turn the box around and count the frogs with the child.

Initial Unknown (addition):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with three frogs on the table
One Day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs
went home and now there are two frogs at the party. How many frogs were there at first?
Correct Answer = 5
Put the frogs back on the table and count them with the child.

Initial Unknown (subtraction):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with zero frogs on the table
One day Kate had some frogs at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs came. Now there
are five frogs at the party. How many of Kate’s frogs were there at first?
Correct Answer = 2
Turn the box around and count the frogs with the child.

Final Unknown (addition):
Put one frog in the box
Start with zero frogs on the table
One day Kate had one frog at the party in this box. Then two of Jeffrey’s frogs came. How
many frogs are at the party now?
Correct Answer = 3
Turn the box around and count the frogs with the child.

Debrief:
(To child) “Awesome job! Thanks for helping me find out how many frogs there were at these
parties! Do you know what algebra is? You just did some!”
(To adult) “This game was based on some research done that looked at children’s understanding
of simple algebraic equations (see Appendix D). For example, do they understand if there are
two frogs at a party to begin with, then there will be more than two when more frogs are added,
or less than two when some frogs are taken away? What researchers were really interested in
though was if children could backtrack and solve for that initial number of frogs if they were
given information about how many frogs came or left and how many there were at the end of the
party. For example, if there were some frogs at the party, and then 2 are added, and now there
are 5 frogs at the party, how many were there to begin with? What they found was that children
as young as 5 and 6 years of age had the ability to decide whether there should be more or less
frogs than the given amount, but the 4 year olds typically did not possess this skill yet.”

Appendix C
Final Unknown (subtraction):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with one frog on the table
One day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at the party. There were three frogs at the
party. Then one of Jeffrey’s frogs left. How many frogs are at the party now?
Correct Answer = 2

Initial Unknown (addition):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with three frogs on the table
One Day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs
went home and now there are two frogs at the party. How many frogs were there at first?
Correct Answer = 5

Initial Unknown (subtraction):
Put two frogs in the box
Start with zero frogs on the table
One day Kate had some frogs at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs came. Now there
are five frogs at the party. How many of Kate’s frogs were there at first?
Correct Answer = 2

Final Unknown (addition):
Put one frog in the box
Start with zero frogs on the table
One day Kate had one frog at the party in this box. Then two of Jeffrey’s frogs came. How
many frogs are at the party now?
Correct Answer = 3

Appendix D

Final Unknown (subtraction):

3–1=X
One day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at the party. There were three frogs at the party.
Then one of Jeffrey’s frogs left. How many frogs are at the party now? (A=2)

Initial Unknown (addition):

X–3=2
One Day both Jeffrey’s and Kate’s frogs were at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs went
home and now there are two frogs at the party. How many frogs were there at first? (A=5)

Initial Unknown (subtraction):

X+3=5
One day Kate had some frogs at a party. Then three of Jeffrey’s frogs came. Now there are five
frogs at the party. How many of Kate’s frogs were there at first? (A=2)

Final Unknown (addition):

1+2=X
One day Kate had one frog at the party in this box. Then two of Jeffrey’s frogs came. How
many frogs are at the party now? (A = 3)

Appendix E
Condition 2: Give Animals to the Puppets
Recruiting: Hi, what’s your name? Do you want to play a game with me and my puppets? You
get to help decide who to invite to a party.
Introduction: These are my friends Jeffrey and Kate. They both want to throw parties for their
animal friends. These are their animal friends. [Show the frogs and bears] Do you know what
animals these are? [Point to the frogs] And do you know what kind of animals there are? [Point
to the bears] Great! Now, Kate likes to throw big parties and invite as many animals as
possible. But Jeffrey likes to throw small parties and invite as few animals as possible. Are you
ready to help Jeffrey and Kate decide which group to invite to their parties? Can you point to all
of the bears? Can you point to all of the frogs? Now can you point to all of the animals?
[Place an uneven amount of frogs and bears on the table]

Non-inclusion (more):
Should Kate invite the frogs or the bears to her party? Remember, she likes to have as
many friends as possible at her parties.
Correct Answer: The larger group of animals

Non-Inclusion (less)
Now should Jeffrey invite the frogs or the bears to his party? Remember, he likes to have
as few friends as possible at his parties.
Correct Answer: the smaller group of animals

[Place at least 1 more frog than there are bears on the table.]

Class-inclusion (more):
Should Kate invite all the frogs or all the animals to her party? Remember, she likes to
have as many friends as possible at her parties.
Correct Answer: Animals

Class-inclusion (less):
What about Jeffrey? Should he invite all the frogs or all the animals? Remember, he likes
to have as few friends as possible.
Correct Answer: Frogs

[Place 1-2 more bears than frogs on the table.]

Class-inclusion (more):
We’re almost done! Now, should Kate invite all the frogs to the party or all the animals?
Remember, Kate likes to have as many friends as possible at her parties.
Correct Answer: Animals

Class-inclusion (less):
Last one! Should Jeffrey invite all the frogs or all the animals? Remember, Jeffrey likes to
have as few friends as possible at his parties.
Correct Answer: Frogs

Debrief:
(To child) “Awesome job! Thanks for helping Kate and Jeffrey decide whom to invite to their
parties! You did great.”
(To adult) “This game was based on some research done on how children understand groups and
subcategories. For example, do they know that if the puppet wants to invite the most animals
possible, that she would want to invite all the animals instead of just the frogs, even if there are
more frogs than bears? What they found was that 5 and 6 year olds could categorize in this way,
but 4 year olds could not yet because they didn’t necessarily understand that the frogs were
included in the larger ‘animal’ category, and instead focused on comparing the two groups.”

